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Chapter 4181: Heading to the snake spirit domain! 

4181 Heading to the snake spirit domain! 

“It’s very easy for you to leave the divine Spirit world!” 

The old lizard poison spirit slowly said, ”  there’s an organization that works for the Holy Lord poison 

spirit in the sacred city. Their mission is to go out regularly and help the Holy Lord bring back resources 

from the outside world!  

 as long as you go to the poison spirit sacred city and set off with the team, you can leave the Saint spirit 

world and go to the outside world!  

After saying this, the eyes of the old lizard poison spirit were filled with yearning. 

It was as if the outside world he was talking about was a place as beautiful as heaven. 

Indeed, although the outside world was also a world where the strong preyed on the weak and was full 

of danger, compared to the living environment, it was indeed countless times better than the catacombs 

before them. 

 how do I get to poison spirit sacred city? ” Chen Xiaobei asked eagerly. 

Chen Xiaobei was running out of time and needed to return to the heavenly Saint land as soon as 

possible. 

“That’s simple too …” 

The old lizard poison spirit said, ” fly forward for a while and you’ll see a vertical bottomless pit. Find the 

biggest cave on the stone wall and fly in. When you meet a fork, find the biggest cave. When you reach 

the end of the biggest cave, you’ll enter poison spirit sacred city!  

“A vertical bottomless pit?” Chen Xiaobei was stunned. Wasn’t that the place where they came down 

from? 

Earlier, Chen Xiaobei had found a random hole to enter. 

At this moment, as long as he turned back and found the largest cave, he would be able to find the path 

to poison spirit sacred city. 

“Thank you for your guidance. I’ll take my leave now!” Chen Xiaobei then left. 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei had found the correct path according to the method taught by the old lizard 

poison spirit. 

Along the way, Chen Xiaobei passed by many cities, big and small, and witnessed the current state of life 

of the poison spirits. Bloody killing, dark and cold, it was a scene from hell. 

The only thing that was different in the entire Holy Spirit clan was their living environment! 
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And killing was definitely their common theme! 

Finally, a bright light appeared in front of the cave. 

After breaking through the darkness, Chen Xiaobei was shocked by what he saw. 

What appeared in front of him was poison spirit sacred city. 

However, compared to the hell-like cities from before, this place had undergone a complete 

transformation. 

The sunlight was reflected in through a special array. 

The White City, houses, and streets made the entire city look unusually Holy. 

It gave people the feeling of going from hell to heaven. 

The stark contrast between before and after gave Chen Xiaobei a strong visual impact. He even 

wondered if he was hallucinating. 

If the poison spirits living in the outer hell cities were dust and sand, then the people living in poison 

spirit sacred city were undoubtedly divine beings that reached the clouds, absolutely untainted by even 

a speck of dust. 

 who are you!?  

Chen Xiaobei had just come out when a venomous spider spirit blocked his way. 

This Spider poison Spirit’s grade was obviously higher than the poison spirits in the outer area. 

That was because his lower body was a spider’s round belly and six sickle-like legs. 

His upper body was in the form of a human male wearing armor. He held a spear that was several 

meters long in both hands, looking like a heavy cavalry. He was very powerful. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the green ball of light. 

This ball of light was a special ability that Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya had evolved into. 

However, those below the Holy King level would not be able to see any flaws in it and would just treat it 

as Chen Xiaobei’s Holy Spirit. 

 greetings … Greetings, Lord heavenly Saint spirit …  

The spider poison spirit quickly knelt on the ground, bowed, and respectfully asked, ” “May I know your 

identity? What business do you have in the holy city?” 

 I want to make a trip to the outside world. I heard that I can go out with those who are on a mission, so 

I came here!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Out on a mission?” 



 

The spider poison spirit was stunned and said awkwardly, ” “A team set off yesterday. The next time will 

be 7 days later …” 

“Seven days?” “I can’t wait!” Chen Xiaobei said. Is there any way to be flexible?” 

The spider poison spirit paused and said awkwardly, ”  the only way is for you to personally discuss this 

with Sir Holy leader. If you obtain Sir Holy leader’s permission, you can leave …  

“Sir Holy master?” “What’s his cultivation level?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Chen Xiaobei had to find out what his cultivation level was. If he was higher than a one star Saint King, 

Chen Xiaobei could not meet him. Otherwise, if his identity was exposed, he would be dead. 

 Sir Holy leader’s cultivation has already reached the intermediate four star Holy King stage. How could 

you not know? ” The spider poison Spirit’s face was full of doubt. 

 Oh, I’ve been living in seclusion for years. I don’t know much about the outside world …  Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

 I see …  the spider poison spirit swallowed and said awkwardly, ” “Although the only way is to discuss 

this with the Holy leader, I don’t recommend you …” 

“Why?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I don’t mean to offend you. Although you’re a heavenly Saint spirit, your cultivation is too low … Lord 

poison spirit probably won’t take you seriously, so there’s no room for discussion …  the spider poison 

spirit said. 

 mm … You’re right …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. Since he could not meet with the poison spirit Holy Lord, 

there was no need for him to worry about the discussion. 

“Then can I borrow the teleportation array? I’ll leave from another spirit domain!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Of course, no problem!” “Please come with me!” Said the spider venomous spirit. 

Then, the two of them came to a teleportation portal. 

“Which spirit domain do you want to go to, my Lord?” asked the spider poison spirit. I’ll help you 

activate the array!” 

“I’m going to the snake spirit area.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 snake spirit territory?!  The spider poison Spirit’s expression froze, and his face couldn’t help but reveal 

a look of horror. 

“What’s wrong? Is there something wrong?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I don’t mean to offend you … With your strength, it’s best not to go to the snake spirit area … The 

comprehensive strength there is much stronger than the poison spirit area. If you get into trouble, you 

may lose your life …  the spider poison spirit said embarrassedly. 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei started to calculate. 



 

The poison spiritual region’s Saint Lord was an intermediate four star Saint King. In comparison, the 

poison spiritual region’s strength was about the same as the southern region’s. 

The snake spirit territory was stronger than the poison spirit territory. It might be on the level of an 

upper Yuan Sage or even stronger. 

Just look at li xiangsi! 

Her cultivation base was not high, but she could already take on a human form and was considered a 

heavenly Saint spirit! 

It was clear that heavenly Saint spirits were very common in the snake spirit Zone. 

Therefore, once he went to the snake spirit territory, no one would take Chen Xiaobei seriously. If he got 

into trouble, no one would give him face. 

“No harm! I’m just borrowing it to leave, I won’t cause any trouble. Send me there!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 yes, Your Majesty …  the spider poison spirit nodded and activated the array. 
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Chapter 4182: can't take it anymore! 

The identity of the heavenly Saint spirit was still useful. The first thing the venomous spider spirit did 

was to bring Chen Xiaobei to the portal. 

“How much do I need to pay?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 no need, no need …  the spider poison spirit shook its head and said, ” “Opening the teleportation 

portal is just a small matter. As a heavenly Saint spirit, you don’t need to pay any fees! I’ll go and inform 

the formation officer, it’ll be ready soon!” 

“Thank you!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and thanked her sincerely. 

This Spider poison spirit was a good person. He was very honest in his conduct and actions. 

However, things did not go as smoothly as he had imagined. 

“My Lord …” 

The spider poison spirit walked back with an embarrassed look on his face and said awkwardly, ” “The 

formation officer has something to say and asked you to wait a moment …” 

“Alright, I’ll wait.” Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

Since the other party was being polite, Chen Xiaobei was willing to wait patiently. 

However, this wait lasted for more than an hour. 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei was a little unhappy. 

However, Chen Xiaobei knew that the problem was with the formation commander and had nothing to 

do with the venomous spirit, so he did not make things difficult for him. 
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On the other hand, the venomous spirit Spider felt very sorry for itself. It frowned and broke out in a 

cold sweat. It felt that it had neglected Chen Xiaobei, but it did not know how to solve the problem. 

Perhaps, this matter was already beyond the control of the spider poison spirit, and he had to take into 

account other people’s feelings. 

So, Chen Xiaobei decided to be patient and continue to wait, as a form of respect for the venomous 

spider spirit. 

In the blink of an eye, another hour had passed. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was cold, and he was already very unhappy. 

Chen Xiaobei was in a race against time. 

To Chen Xiaobei, wasting three hours was an unexpected loss. It was stupid and worthless! 

Chen Xiaobei had thought that activating the formation was a small matter and that he only needed to 

wait for a while. 

To other people, an inch of time was an inch of gold. 

To Chen Xiaobei, an inch of time was equivalent to a small realm. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that with the energy supply of the beixuan world, three hours was 

enough for Chen Xiaobei to break through a small realm. 

“Who’s that! You, come over here!” 

Finally, a fat man slowly walked out of the pavilion on the side of the formation. 

This fellow was also in a completely human form, the so-called heavenly Saint spirit. His face was filled 

with arrogance, and he raised his chin high, as if he wanted to use his nostrils to look at people. 

“Yes, sir!” 

The spider poison spirit ran over in a hurry. 

He bowed and bent his knees, looking very timid. 

It was obvious that the fatty was a very fierce and cruel man. Coupled with his identity as the heavenly 

Saint spirit, he must have treated his subordinates very badly. 

“Where are the people you brought?” Fatty pouted and drowsily glanced at the spider poison spirit. 

“Milord, he’s over there!” The venomous spirit Spider pointed at Chen Xiaobei. 

“I’m yawning …” 

The fat man stretched his back and looked at Chen Xiaobei.  “Such a weak heavenly Saint spirit? Ask him 

to come over!” 

“Yes!” 



 

The spider poison spirit nodded and ran to Chen Xiaobei.  “My Lord, the Commandant of the sacred city 

has invited you over!” 

“The Commandant of the sacred city?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

Clearly, this fatty wasn’t just a heavenly Saint spirit, he also held an official position in the poison spirit 

sacred city. No wonder he was so arrogant. 

The spider poison spirit had originally wanted to ask the formation commander to activate the 

formation, which was a small matter. 

He did not expect the Commandant to be here. The venomous spirit had no choice but to let Chen 

Xiaobei wait. 

 Sir, don’t just stand there. The Saint City Commandant has a bad temper. If you don’t go over, he will be 

angry!  The spider poison spirit said in a submissive manner. 

“He’s angry?” Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold, and his dark eyes were filled with anger. 

The one who should be angry should be Chen Xiaobei. 

However, he had already wasted three hours. Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time, so he 

suppressed his anger and walked over. 

“You’re the one who wants to borrow the teleportation portal?” 

The Commandant tilted his fat head and looked at Chen Xiaobei, his eyes full of disdain. 

“Yes,” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Pay up!” The Commandant of the sacred city curled his lips and a fat palm appeared. 

“Pay up?” Chen Xiaobei’s anger rose. 

Just now, the spider poison spirit had clearly said that opening the array was a small matter, and 

heavenly Saint spirit didn’t need to pay. 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was low, and he did not have a strong background. So, he wanted to 

extort some money from Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes darkened. 

After wasting three hours, this fat pig still wanted to extort money. He was simply going too far! 

The venomous spirit Spider could see Chen Xiaobei’s anger. It quickly turned around and said, ”  

Commandant … There are rules in the city. The heavenly Saint spirit doesn’t need to pay for the 

teleportation formation …  

“Pa!!!” 

However, before the spider poison spirit could finish speaking, the Saint City commandant’s big hand 

that was stretched out directly slapped the face of the spider poison spirit. 

“Pfft …” 



 

The spider poison Spirit’s huge body was sent flying, and a large amount of blood spurted out of its 

mouth as it passed out. 

“It’s not up to a lowly commoner to tell me what to do when I do things!” 

The Saint City Commandant grinned, his face full of arrogance and savagery. 

He pulled his hand back and dug out a big lump of eye wax from the corner of his eye. Then, he flicked it 

at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s patience had reached its limit. 

The Saint devouring Dao axe was brought out and slashed forward. 

“Woof!” 

The Saint City Commandant didn’t even have time to react before his body was split in half by the Saint 

devouring Dao axe. 

His pupils shrank into the size of a needle tip. Because the speed of the axe was too fast, he even saw his 

own body being split open, his internal organs scattering in all directions, and his brain splashing out 

before he died. 

Extreme fear was fixed on his face. 

Of course, at this moment, his face had also been cut in half. 

He died without an intact corpse! He died with his eyes wide open! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, a dark green Holy Spirit floated up. 

According to the laws of the Holy Spirit clan, this group of Holy Spirits should be entering the Holy Spirit 

world. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not plan to let him go. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned the Saint City commandant’s Holy Spirit and was ready to destroy it! 

Suddenly, the crystal ball in Chen Xiaobei’s hand trembled. 

 huh?!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed. He had sensed a very special signal. 

 my fake Holy Spirit can devour this true Holy Spirit?!  
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4183 The deal continues! 

The old lizard poison spirit had once told Chen Xiaobei that the devouring of the Holy Spirits had to be 

related to their bloodlines. 

In other words, only blood relatives could devour each other’s sacred spirits to strengthen their own. 

However, at this moment … 

The fake Holy Spirit in Chen Xiaobei’s hand, on the other hand, had a strong desire to devour the Saint 

City commandant’s Holy Spirit. 

“I understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very smart. He immediately thought of the answer. 

 the fake Holy Spirit in my hand is derived from the non-phase chaotic celestial body. It is not a real Holy 

Spirit, so it is not limited by the bloodline origin!  

 it also has the characteristics of a true Holy Spirit, so it can devour other Holy Spirits to increase its own 

power, just like a true Holy Spirit!  

Chen Xiaobei was excited at the thought of this, as if he had just discovered a new continent. 

“Although the one in my hand is a fake Sacred Spirit, it has broken the limits of a real Sacred Spirit and 

can swallow anyone’s Sacred Spirit! This could be considered a variant form of a true Holy Spirit! Or 

rather, it’s a true Holy Spirit with a cheat!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei’s actions had given him a super powerful trump card. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, the mutant Holy Spirit in Chen Xiaobei’s hand swallowed the Holy Spirit. 

After a wave of special energy fluctuations, Chen Xiaobei could feel a clear change. 

Originally, his variant Sacred Spirit was in the form of a crystal, but at this moment, it had directly turned 

into a form similar to chalcedony. 

It was a dark green, round, warm, and exquisite top-grade chalcedony! 

Of course, other than the change in form, the change in level was the real surprise! 

The original variant Sacred Spirit came from an adult lizard poison spirit. It was not even a true divine, 

and its special ability was just ordinary poison. Other than disguising Chen Xiaobei’s identity, it had no 

other value. 

However, at this moment, the chalcedony-shaped mutated poison spirit had reached the level of a peak 

true sage! 

Moreover, the most important thing was that the true body of the Saint City Commandant hidden under 

the human form was actually a brutal poison spirit! 



 

In other words, at this moment, the chalcedony-shaped mutated poison spirit already had the special 

ability of a peak true divine level brutal poison spirit! 

Man had once told Chen Xiaobei that the poison Spirit’s ability was called barbarian decay. 

In other words, a peak true Saint level poison spirit like man Zeng, with his special ability and corrosive 

liquid, could corrode all existences below three star Saint King! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei had the ability, but not the corrosive liquid. 

However, even if the effect was reduced, Chen Xiaobei’s ability could still corrode anything below two 

star Holy King. 

There was no doubt that as long as he used this ability at the right time, he could break through the 

opponent’s defense with one move. This would allow Chen Xiaobei to fight against opponents of a 

higher cultivation level than him, and he would have a high chance of winning! 

“I can’t stay here any longer. I have to leave as soon as possible!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the venomous spider spirit. He was only unconscious and not seriously injured. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out a jade talisman from the Saint City commandant’s inventory to control 

the formation. He then activated the formation and headed to the snake spirit territory. 

“Swish!” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei left, a shadow appeared at the scene. 

This was a middle-aged poison spirit who had completely taken human form. He looked extraordinary 

and had a heavy pressure. The main point was that his speed was unbelievably fast. 

If there were no accidents, this person was the Holy Lord of poison spirit sacred city! 

An intermediate four stars Saint King! 

It was extremely powerful! 

If Chen Xiaobei had been one step slower, he would not have been able to leave! 

Sacred Lord poison spirit looked around for a moment before flying toward the unconscious Spider 

poison spirit without any expression. 

…… 

The snake spirit territory. 

The moment Chen Xiaobei stepped out of the portal, he was stunned by what he saw. 

An extremely huge city appeared before his eyes. 

Its scale, population, and prosperity were all more than a hundred times greater than the poison spirit 

region. 



 

From a small point of view, the snake spirit clan was far stronger than the poison Spirit Zone in both the 

strength of their divine Lord and the overall strength of their entire clan. 

Furthermore, most of the people walking on the streets had already transformed into human form. 

It was no wonder. Before he came, the spider poison spirit had warned him that the snake spiritual 

territory was very powerful and did not take the heavenly Sacred Spirit seriously. If Chen Xiaobei got 

into trouble, his life might be in danger! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not want to cause any trouble and did not have time to waste in the snake 

spirit territory. 

After leaving the formation, Chen Xiaobei entered the Meru space and found li xiangsi.   I’ve arrived at 

the snake spirit area. Tell me how I can leave!  

“Let me out, let me out and I’ll tell you!” Li xiangsi said. 

“Do you think you have the right to bargain with me?” Chen Xiaobei asked coldly. 

“You were the one who said that as long as I cooperate, you would return my freedom …” 

Li xiangsi said timidly, ” let me out. After I’m sure it’s the snake spirit region, I’ll tell you the way to leave 

immediately. From then on, you can walk your path of sunlight. I can also regain my freedom, can’t I? ” 

Obviously, a scheming woman like li xiangsi would never hand over all her chips to Chen Xiaobei before 

she was sure if it was true or not. 

“Alright, I’ll take you out!” 

 I’m not going to let you off so easily!  Chen Xiaobei said.  but, I’m going to warn you first. If you dare to 

try anything funny, I’ll kill you immediately!  

“Don’t worry! I only want to live! I don’t want to die!” Li xiangsi looked very sincere. 

“Right, I remember you said before that your snake spirit clan has medicine that can cure ning 

Tiancheng’s dementia!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Naturally, there is!” Li xiangsi said,”if you can trust me!” Our previous deal still stands!” 

Chen Xiaobei and Li xiangsi had made a promise that if li xiangsi could dig out the secrets of his body and 

soul, as well as the secret of refining primordial spirit to increase longevity, Chen Xiaobei would let li 

xiangsi regain her freedom. 

“Good! I’d like to see if you can make a life medicine!” Chen Xiaobei agreed to her request. 

These two secrets were closely related to the heavenly axiom. To Chen Xiaobei, they were extremely 

valuable. 

So, even if Chen Xiaobei did not trust li xiangsi, he had to take the risk. 

Besides, Chen Xiaobei thought that he had a good chance of winning this bet because li xiangsi herself 

was desperate for the two secrets. So, even if it was for her own sake, she would give it her all. 



 

If she really found out about the two secrets, it would mean a lot to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Let’s go! Let’s go out!” 

Chen Xiaobei took li xiangsi and left the Meru space. 
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Back at the snake spirit sacred city. 

Li xiangsi said, ” there are three big bounty guilds in the sacred city. They all have ways to get to the 

heavenly Saint realm. You can find any one of them and take a mission in the heavenly Saint realm. 

Then, you will be sent out!  

“It’s that simple?”  no punishment? ” Chen Xiaobei asked.  there’s no punishment for failing the 

mission? ” 

“You’re thinking too much. It’s just that simple!” Li xiangsi said,”I just randomly accepted a mission back 

then. I’ve been away for so long, and no one asked!” If you don’t believe me, you can just ask a 

passerby!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Let’s go get the medicine! Cure ning Tiancheng and we’ll each get what we need! 

Then I’ll leave!” 

“Follow me!” Li xiangsi nodded and led the way. 

On the way, Chen Xiaobei carefully observed his surroundings. 

However, the longer they walked, the more Chen Xiaobei realized that something was not right. 

Li xiangsi had probably left this place for hundreds or even tens of millions of years! 

However, she was very familiar with the environment here. 

She didn’t stop at all along the way. 

However, the strange thing was that she kept looking around with a curious gaze, as if everything she 

saw was new. 

It was obvious that her actions were contradictory. 

She was familiar with the roads, but she was very unfamiliar with the environment. Everything she saw 

was new to her. 

Chen Xiaobei did not trust li xiangsi to begin with, and after seeing this, he began to think about it more 

carefully. 

I understand now! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly thought of an explanation for the contradiction! 
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Li xiangsi found everything new and interesting because she had not been back for a long time. 

And why was she so familiar with the roads? 

There was only one answer! 

Someone was guiding her in the dark! 

Although li xiangsi’s cultivation had been sealed by ye Zhilan, there were some things that couldn’t be 

sealed, such as the origin of her bloodline. There might have been some special marks or talismans 

buried in li xiangsi’s body … 

Li xiangsi must have had a similar feeling! 

If he was not mistaken, she was basically bringing Chen Xiaobei into the fire pit! 

Of course, this made more sense! 

Li xiangsi was an extremely scheming and cold-hearted woman. For many years, she had used ning 

Tiancheng and ning qingzhe as tools and played with their feelings. She would do anything to achieve 

her goals! 

How could such a vicious woman, who had no bottom line, give in to Chen Xiaobei so easily? 

Of course, even though Chen Xiaobei had already seen through everything and knew that there was a 

fire pit ahead of him, he still decided to give it a try! 

After all, ning Tiancheng’s Secret was of utmost importance. If he missed this opportunity, this line 

might be cut off! 

After losing this only clue, Chen Xiaobei did not know when he would be able to find Hongjun again. 

The billions of people in wind flame city were still waiting to be reincarnated, and jiuying was still 

waiting to be resurrected. 

So, even though he knew that there was a fire pit in front of him, Chen Xiaobei still charged forward with 

determination. 

Although li xiangsi couldn’t be trusted, there was still a glimmer of hope if he took a gamble! If he didn’t 

gamble, there would be no hope! 

“Young master Chen, it’s just in front!” 

Li xiangsi pointed at a huge Palace with black walls and said, ”  this is the black python bounty Guild. I 

can buy all the herbs I need here. You can also go in and take on a mission. Wait for them to arrange for 

you to go to the heavenly Saint realm!  

“Black python … Guild?” Chen Xiaobei did not enter the room immediately. 

The snake spirit clan was extremely powerful. 

Snake spirit sacred city’s strength was comparable to Tianyuan city. 



 

As for the black python Guild, it was one of the three largest bounty guilds in the city. Its strength and 

Foundation were self-evident. 

If there were no accidents, this Guild would even have the support of the core upper echelons. 

If this was li xiangsi’s plan, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to escape unscathed. 

“What’s wrong? We’re already here, is young master Chen planning to go back on his word?” Li xiangsi 

raised an eyebrow, her tone a little provocative. 

“Ha, what’s there to regret?”  your life and ning Tiancheng’s life are in my hands! If anything goes 

wrong, I’ll drag the both of you down with me!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Since that’s the case, then follow me in!” Li xiangsi smiled seductively and took the lead to enter the 

black python Guild. 

As the holy city was extremely vast, the black python Guild’s base camp was also huge. 

The palace walls surrounded a large building complex and a training field that could accommodate a 

million people. 

Judging from this setting, all the people under the black python Guild were almost an Army of a million 

people. 

Powerful! 

It was extremely powerful! 

When they reached the main hall, two men in armor blocked their way. 

 I’m Li xiangsi. I’m looking for Lord fourth to buy medicine!  Li xiangsi said simply. 

“Please enter!” The two guards immediately kept their swords and let li xiangsi and Chen Xiaobei into 

the main hall. 

Chen Xiaobei remained silent. 

However, since things had come to this, it was obvious that the person who had secretly pointed li 

xiangsi in the direction was the fourth master of the black python Guild. 

Of course, it was too late for Chen Xiaobei to turn back now. 

“Lord fourth is busy, please wait a moment!” 

A young and pretty servant girl led Chen Xiaobei and Li xiangsi into the hall and served them tea and 

snacks. 

Li xiangsi took a sip of tea and sighed, reminiscing.”It’s been a long time since I’ve tasted my 

hometown!” 

Chen Xiaobei ignored her and observed his surroundings. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei knew that there was a Tiger in the mountain, but he still chose to go to the 

mountain. He had to be on guard against the Tiger at all times. 



 

Knowing li xiangsi’s personality, once she decided to tear him apart, she would not give Chen Xiaobei 

any chance of survival. 

“By the way, young master Chen, do you have enough money on you? Lord fourth’s medicine might be 

very expensive!” Li xiangsi picked up another piece of dessert and ate it with great relish. 

“As long as the medicine is effective, I have enough money!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Well, I’m relieved!” Li xiangsi smiled, as if she was really here to buy medicine for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, an extreme shadow suddenly flashed toward the main hall. It was so fast that it was 

difficult to see with the naked eye, and it brought with it a wave of air that was like a tsunami. 

Li xiangsi threw away her snacks from the shock of the air. She hugged herself tightly and got off the 

chair. 

Perhaps it was because this person came and went like the wind and often messed up the layout of the 

main hall, so the tables and chairs were made of special metal and were completely fixed to the ground, 

which could stabilize li xiangsi. 

“This is the fourth master?” Chen Xiaobei was in his Dharmakaya form, so he was not affected by the 

blast. He looked calm and composed. 

However, there was something strange! 

Behind Chen Xiaobei and Li xiangsi, the weak-looking little servant girl was actually standing still. 
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4185 Turning around in shock! 

A man steadied himself in the midst of the violent wind. 

His face was pale, his hair was messy, and his eyes were dark and deep. His entire person exuded a kind 

of murderous pressure. 

“I am you Sha, the fourth leader of the black python Guild!” 

The man glanced at Chen Xiaobei, then his eyes fell on li xiangsi. 

“Fourth master!” 

Li xiangsi stood up in a hurry, her eyes filled with anxiety.”Please save me, please save me …” 

 what do you mean by that?!  Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and released a stream of Saint Qi to wrap 

around li xiangsi, preventing her from leaving. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had already seen through everything. 

Li xiangsi’s reaction confirmed Chen Xiaobei’s guess. 
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“Fourth master, save me! I know many important secrets! As long as you save me, I’ll tell you all these 

secrets!” Li xiangsi shouted. 

Yousha nodded and looked at Chen Xiaobei coldly.  “Brat, your cultivation is so weak that you’re not 

even an ant in front of me! If you let him go now, I might be able to let you Live!” 

“What if I don’t?” Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

“You won’t let go?” Yousha’s expression froze for a moment, then he narrowed his eyes and said angrily, 

” “In your current situation, you’re already dead for sure! Going against this Lord’s will will will only 

make you wish you were dead!” 

 so, what you mean is that you’re completely unreasonable. You want me to die just because you have a 

higher cultivation? ” Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold, and his dark eyes darkened. 

“In this place, I am the reason! Those who submit to me will prosper, and those who resist me will 

perish!” You Sha raised his arms arrogantly, as if he was the one in charge of everything here, and could 

kill Chen Xiaobei with a single thought. 

Li xiangsi was more confident now. She threatened,”Chen Xiaobei! Quickly let me go! This way, you still 

have a chance of survival! Otherwise, don’t blame me for not warning you. The four leaders of the black 

python Guild are all experts at the level of Holy kings and emperors! The millions of bounty hunters 

under our flag are enough to make it impossible for you to escape!” 

 the black python Guild is indeed very strong. I knew it the moment I entered the door!  Chen Xiaobei 

then shouted, ” “But, in my dictionary, there is no such thing as a coward! If you want to fight, then let’s 

fight!” 

Both Yousha and Li xiangsi’s expressions changed when they heard that. 

They had seen a lot of people with a tough attitude, but this was the first time they had seen someone 

like Chen Xiaobei, who did not take the black python Guild seriously! 

If he wanted to fight, then he would fight! 

Even if you have four Saint Kings! Even if you have a million soldiers! And Chen Xiaobei would not give 

in! 

“Stupid thing that doesn’t know how to appreciate favors! Just based on your trash cultivation! I’ll save 

you and crush you with one finger!” Yousha gritted his teeth and glared at Chen Xiaobei. 

Yousha did not really attack. 

It was clear that li xiangsi was of great value to Yousha, and even to the entire black python Guild. 

With the hostage in Chen Xiaobei’s hand, Yousha could not go all out. 

Chen Xiaobei could see through such an obvious conflict of interest. He sneered, ” “Li xiangsi is a very 

important bargaining chip. You don’t dare to let anything happen to her! Since that’s the case, why 

don’t you make a deal with me?” 

Yousha’s expression was Savage. He felt like an ant trying to bargain with him. It was a great humiliation. 



 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s words had already exposed Yousha’s thoughts. He could not refute Chen 

Xiaobei’s words. Even if he felt humiliated, he could only endure it. 

“How do you want to trade?” Yousha asked viciously. 

 it’s simple. Li xiangsi brought me here to buy medicine. If your medicine really works, I’ll let li xiangsi go 

and leave alone!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Medicine?”  what medicine? ” Yousha asked, startled.  

 I have a hostage in my hands. He has a mental breakdown, causing him to go berserk and become 

completely demented!   I want the medicine! Even if it can’t cure him, I want him to tell me what I want 

to know!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Obviously, ning Tiancheng was only Chen Xiaobei’s nemesis. Chen Xiaobei did not care if he lived or died. 

As long as he could dig out the secret in his head, it was enough! 

“We don’t have such a medicine!” Yousha said directly. 

“Then there’s nothing more to say!” Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ”  send me to the heavenly Saint land 

immediately. Otherwise, I’ll kill li xiangsi right in front of you!  

“Don’t worry! I haven’t finished my words!” 

 we don’t have any medicine, ” you Sha said indifferently.  but we snake spirits have a special ability 

called the heaven-peeking eyes! By using this ability, we can read that Idiot’s memories!” 

“Memory reading? Is that true?” Chen Xiaobei could not believe it. 

Speaking of memories, Chen Xiaobei could have asked six-eared macaque for help. As long as he 

transformed into ning Tiancheng, he would be able to obtain all of ning Tiancheng’s memories. 

However, the biggest problem was that ning Tiancheng had now been reduced to dementia. 

Chen Xiaobei was worried that six-eared macaque would also become demented after the 

transformation. 

At that time, not only would he not be able to say anything, he might not even be able to turn back into 

the six-eared macaque. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s personality, he would never risk his own brothers. So, he had never thought about 

it in that way. 

“Of course it’s true!”  you!  you Sha raised his brows and grinned hideously.  to be honest, I’m the pupil 

snake spirit!  I’m very good at the heaven peeking eye technique!” 

“You?” Chen Xiaobei’s face turned cold. His first reaction was that he did not trust her. 

You Sha had threatened Chen Xiaobei the moment he appeared. He was a typical bully, a shameless 

villain. 

Chen Xiaobei would not trust someone like him even if he knew the heaven-peeking eye. 



 

“Things have already come to this. If you don’t believe me, then no one in this world can help you!”  he’s 

demented due to a mental breakdown, ” you Sha sneered.  his primordial spirit has already suffered 

irreversible damage. Even if you reincarnate him, he’ll still be an incurable demented person!  

“Then there’s nothing more to say!” 

“Do I look like an idiot to you?” Chen Xiaobei said. I’ll agree to let you use the heaven peeking eye 

technique. When the time comes, all the secrets will belong to you, and I won’t know anything! Save 

your breath, I will never agree to it!” 

Yousha’s face darkened. He knew that he could not lie to Chen Xiaobei, so he did not know what to do. 

“Listen well! Immediately send me to the heavenly Saint realm! If you don’t agree, I’ll drag li xiangsi 

down to be buried with me!” Chen Xiaobei strengthened the Saint Qi in his hand, ready to kill li xiangsi 

at any moment. 

 this …  Yousha’s expression froze. He did not know what to do. 

Subconsciously, you Sha looked at the little maid behind Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was on high alert. He noticed Yousha’s little movement and followed his gaze. 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked when he turned around. 
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4186 Never expected! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei had wanted to attack li xiangsi. 

However, Chen Xiaobei turned around to look at Yousha’s eyes and was shocked. 

Who dared to think about it? 

The ordinary-looking little maidservant had actually revealed an extremely strange image at this 

moment. 

The maidservant’s long hair, like li xiangsi’s, had all turned into spiritual snakes. They were densely 

packed and wriggling on her head. 

However, what was even weirder than li xiangsi was that the little maidservant’s snake hair was shining 

with a black-gray holy light, as if it was more powerful than li xiangsi’s ability. 

“Whoosh …” 

Without warning, the snake hair on the maidservant’s head began to emit a black-gray mixed-essence 

divine light, which enveloped Chen Xiaobei. 

“Hmph! Little brat! Your death is here!” 

Li xiangsi and Yousha looked extremely excited when they saw the scene. 

Weren’t you very arrogant just now? 
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Didn’t you look down on the black python Guild? 

Now, I’ll show you the true power of the black python Guild! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei was caught off guard and was completely enveloped by the black-gray mixed-essence 

divine light. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s body started to turn into stone. 

There was no doubt that the identity of the maidservant was just a disguise. 

Her cultivation and the level of her abilities far surpassed li xiangsi’s, even surpassing the fourth leader 

of the black pythons, Yousha. 

Forbear! Scheming! He was waiting for his chance! 

He didn’t make a move! He wanted to treat his enemy as his mortal enemy! 

This was the black python Guild’s method! 

This point alone was enough to see why they could become one of the three largest bounty guilds in the 

snake spirit region, and why they had not fallen. 

“Hmph! Little brat, you don’t even know how evil a person’s heart is, and you dare to cause trouble in 

the black python Guild! You’re really stupid!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei’s body had completely turned into stone. In her eyes, he was a dead 

man. 

Then, the appearance of the maidservant changed. 

From an ordinary little maidservant, she had become an extremely greasy, one-eyed man. 

“Greetings, third master!” 

Li xiangsi raised her hand and cupped her hands in salute to the greasy, strong man. 

“No need!” 

The greasy man waved his hand and said, ” “Your life has been saved. Now, it’s time for you to repay us! 

Don’t forget, we, the black python Guild, never do business at a loss!” 

“This is only natural!” 

Li xiangsi said,”ning Tiancheng is in this kid’s Meru space. As long as we let him out and let Lord fourth 

use the heaven-peeking eyes, we’ll be able to find out the secret in his mind!” I can guarantee that the 

secret will definitely satisfy you!” 

“Good! We’ll do as you say!” 

The greasy man nodded, then turned to give Yousha a look.  “Fourth, you go!” 



 

It was obvious that Yousha had not been lying. He did indeed possess the heaven-peeking eyes ability, 

and could pry out secrets from ning Tiancheng’s mind. 

“Alright!” 

Yousha grinned and walked toward the petrified Chen Xiaobei. 

But! 

Just as you Sha was about to release his Saint energy to search for Chen Xiaobei’s Sumeru space, 

something unexpected happened! 

“Woof!” 

The petrified Chen Xiaobei suddenly took out the Saint devouring axe and burned its energy to activate 

the power of a peak one-star Saint King! 

In an instant, an unparalleled, terrifying power, like a heavenly saint’s blade that could cut through the 

heavens, struck you Sha. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing the scene in front of them, li xiangsi and the greasy burly man were instantly dumbfounded. 

Their scalps went numb, and they couldn’t believe their eyes. 

 hiss … We’re finished!!!  

Yousha sucked in a cold breath, completely caught off guard. 

Moreover, he was only an early-stage one star Saint King. Even if he was on guard against the pan Sheng 

Dao devouring axe, which was invincible against anyone below two star Saint King, he would still die. 

“Woof!” 

The Axe’s sharp edge sliced through you Sha’s body without any delay. 

Fresh blood and internal organs splattered all over the ground. His brain fell to the ground and shattered 

into pieces. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei held his axe in one hand to defend himself, while his other hand swept 

up Yousha’s Holy Spirit. 

“Swish!” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s mutant Holy Spirit swallowed Yousha’s Holy Spirit. 

The variant Sacred Spirit, which was originally like a dark green chalcedony, now had an eye-like mark on 

it. 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had already acquired Yousha’s special ability! 

An early stage one star Saint King, heaven peeking eye technique! 



 

 fourth brother!!!  

Everything happened in the blink of an eye. By the time the greasy man reacted, Yousha was already 

dead. 

“This … This … How did this kid do it? How could he recover from his petrified state? This … This is 

impossible …” 

At the same time, li xiangsi’s face turned pale and she broke out in a cold sweat. 

The scene that appeared in front of her was something she had never seen or heard of before. She could 

not understand it no matter how much she thought about it. 

Their race was called the sky-sealing snake spirit! 

The special ability, heaven sealing Saint technique, was said to be able to completely petrify the endless 

sky! 

Back in the southern region, li xiangsi had already demonstrated the power of the sky sealing Saint 

technique. Not only could it petrify a human body, but it could also petrify the energy released by the 

human body! 

Moreover, after petrification, the primordial spirit could not leave the body. As long as the stone statue 

was broken, the petrified person would die completely. 

Li xiangsi had never seen anyone recover from a petrified state on their own. 

He had never even heard of it. 

That was why she was staring at Chen Xiaobei as if she had seen a ghost. Her three views had been 

refreshed countless times, and she was starting to doubt her life. 

“Ha, your scheme has indeed set me up! However, it was a pity! Even if you use all your tricks, you won’t 

be able to guess that my current body isn’t a real body of flesh and blood!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled, his dark eyes shining with a profound light. 

 it’s not a flesh and blood body!?  

The third elder’s face contorted as he began to observe Chen Xiaobei. 

The third elder was a two star Holy King. He did not pay much attention to Chen Xiaobei’s body and did 

not notice anything unusual. 

However, at this moment, when he took a closer look, he immediately exclaimed, ” “You … Your current 

form is a Dharmakaya? And … You’re not from the Holy Spirit clan!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  Li xiangsi was even more shocked. She was completely dumbfounded. 

 don’t just stand there. Now, I’ll give you two choices. Either you send me to the heavenly Saint realm, or 

…  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were filled with murderous intent.”Die under my axe!” 
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4187 I’ll cut off your head! 

 what did you just say?!  

The third master’s face darkened and he bared his teeth like an enraged beast. He roared, ” “You killed 

my fourth brother, and you still want me to send you away? Do you really think you’re the boss?” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

As he spoke, a terrifying black-gray Saint Origin Energy exploded from his body. 

The strands of snake hair on his head began to expand rapidly, turning into giant pythons that were a 

hundred meters long. 

In an instant, the roof of the main hall was directly flipped over by these giant pythons, crushed, and 

turned into ruins. 

 whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh …  

The commotion in the main hall quickly attracted the attention of the people around them. Thousands 

of black python bounty hunters quickly surrounded Chen Xiaobei, giving him no chance to escape. 

“Third master! We must kill this brat!” 

At the same time, li xiangsi said through gritted teeth, ” “This kid is very strange! If he escaped, the 

consequences would be unimaginable! More importantly, if he escapes, the secret I promised you will 

be like a stone thrown into the ocean!” 

“Cut the crap! I won’t let this kid leave here alive! Otherwise, where would I put my face? Where would 

the black python Guild put its face?” 

The third master shouted angrily. The hundred-meter-long giant pythons on his head covered the entire 

space. 

Each of the giant pythons emitted extremely strong Saint Origin Energy. 

From the Saint Qi fluctuations, third Lord’s cultivation base had already reached the early two stars Saint 

King realm, one realm higher than the Saint devouring axe. 

In his opinion, Chen Xiaobei’s strongest trump card was the Saint devouring axe. 

With his cultivation, he could easily crush the Holy devouring Dao axe. There was no doubt that he could 

defeat Chen Xiaobei! 

It was precisely because of this that his battle intent was so strong! 

At the same time, li xiangsi grinned hideously. She squinted her eyes and stared at Chen Xiaobei like a 

Vulture. She was waiting for Chen Xiaobei to die. Then, she would pounce on him and take away 

everything of value from him, not even his bones! 
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 Hmph … That kid must be retarded. He actually dared to challenge third master? ” 

 third master’s strength is enough to crush him. Moreover, second master and the president are both in 

the city. Even if third master is defeated, that brat will still die!  

 ha, don’t make meaningless assumptions. That kid can’t win at all, and he’s even less worthy of second 

master and the Guild leader’s help!  

“Just wait and see! I’m willing to bet that third master can crush that kid to death in one move!” 

Around them, the thousands of black python bounty hunters sneered at them. 

There was no doubt that the difference in strength was clear. Logically speaking, Chen Xiaobei would 

definitely lose. 

However! 

What the crowd did not know was that Chen Xiaobei was a man who could not be measured by 

common sense! 

“Cut the crap! Let’s fight directly!” 

As the crowd continued to mock him, Chen Xiaobei raised the Saint devouring axe in one hand and 

summoned the mutant Holy Spirit in the other. 

Then, without another word, Chen Xiaobei charged at third elder. 

“Like a moth darting into the fire, you’re extremely foolish!” 

Third elder looked at Chen as if he was looking at an idiot, ” “I’m not trying to act cool! You idiot, you 

can’t even hurt my skin!” 

“Shua shua shua …” 

With a roar, the giant pythons on top of third elder’s head charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

The giant Python’s head, coupled with the extremely strong power of a two star Holy King, was like a 

huge meteorite that was about to smash Chen Xiaobei into a pulp of flesh! 

Obviously, the third master was not lying! 

With his early two stars Saint King Saint Qi protecting his body and his strong body, the Saint devouring 

axe really couldn’t hurt him. 

However, he knew nothing about Chen Xiaobei’s trump card. 

“Vicious corrosion!” 

Right before the clash, Chen Xiaobei raised the mutated Holy Spirit in his hand and burned a large 

amount of his mental power to activate the venomous Spirit’s special ability. 

Chen Xiaobei did not have the venomous Spirit’s corrosive liquid and his peak true Saint level ability 

should only be able to corrode beings below two star Holy King. 



 

However, Chen Xiaobei had just devoured Yousha’s Holy Spirit. 

This allowed Chen Xiaobei’s mutant Holy Spirit to reach the early stage of one star Holy King. 

Correspondingly, all the special abilities of the variant Sacred Spirit would be upgraded to the early stage 

of the one star sacred king level. 

This way, the current level of Savage corrosion had already reached the corresponding level. It could 

completely corrode existences below three star Saint King. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the Saint devouring axe in one hand and used the mutant Holy Spirit in his other hand 

to quickly sweep across the axe. 

In the next moment, a layer of dark green enchantment was added to the edge of the axe. 

 of course I won’t hurt you. I’m going to cut off your head!  

 die!  Chen Xiaobei roared and activated the Saint devouring Axe’s special ability again. 

“Woof!” 

As the axe was swung, a dark green light cut through the sky, as if even time and space were about to be 

cut off! 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Then, the dark green axe clashed with the hundred-meter-long giant pythons. 

Because third elder did not care about Chen Xiaobei at all, he used all his Saint Qi to attack instead of 

protecting himself. 

 as such, the moment they came into contact with the green light, the savage corrosion immediately 

attached itself to the Pythons. 

Immediately after that, the scene of ao lengqiu being ambushed appeared. 

The armor-like scales of the Python started to rot. Then, its skin, muscles, and blood vessels started to 

rot rapidly. 

More importantly, after being contaminated by the special ability, the third master’s Saint Qi could not 

be used at all. 

In this way, the terrifying power he had just activated was completely destroyed in this instant. 

With their Saint Qi cut off and their scales rotting, the hundred-meter-long pythons instantly lost their 

ability to fight or defend. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

At this moment, the Saint devouring Dao Axe’s power and sharpness followed closely behind, not giving 

him any chance to breathe. 



 

The heads of the hundred-meter-long pythons were all chopped off as if they were harvesting straw. 

One by one, the heads fell to the ground like meteorites, shaking the surroundings. 

 uh ah … You … What did you do to me?!  

At the same time, third master was already screaming hysterically. 

As soon as his Saint Qi was cut off, the hundred-meter-long giant pythons began to shrink 

uncontrollably, turning back into hair. 

However, the corrosive ability continued. 

The third master’s head began to rot quickly, and his scalp fell off in big chunks, revealing the White 

skeleton on top of it. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, the Saint pan Dao devouring axe descended from the sky and landed on the third 

master’s neck! 
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 “Thump …” 

In an instant, the third master’s head rolled down and continued to rot on the ground. 

As the corrosive ability of the evil barbarian was temporarily stuck in his head and did not touch his 

body, when his head was cut off, his Holy Spirit was directly separated from his body. 

“Whoosh …” 

Without any hesitation, Chen Xiaobei swallowed the third elder’s Holy Spirit into his own mutated Holy 

Spirit. 

With that, Chen Xiaobei’s mutant Holy Spirit had reached the early phase of two star Holy King, and all 

his abilities had been upgraded. 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had obtained a new Divine Spirit ability, the sky sealing divine spell! 

“My God … Third … Third master is dead … How could this be? I … I’m not dreaming, right?” 

Li xiangsi was completely dumbfounded when she saw the scene in front of her. Her pupils shrank and 

her eyes trembled. It was as if all the strength in her body had been sucked out. Her legs were weak and 

her head was dizzy. The impact on her state of mind made her almost collapse. 

Just a moment ago, she thought that third elder Chen could easily defeat Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was not hurt at all, but third elder’s head was already on the ground. 

This kind of result had a huge impact on li xiangsi’s state of mind. 
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At the same time, the tens of thousands of black python bounty hunters around them, like li xiangsi, 

were also greatly shocked. 

All of them were stunned as if they had just seen a ghost. Their pupils contracted uncontrollably, and 

the sound of gasping rose in the crowd. They were all extremely afraid of Chen Xiaobei! 

“Who … Who is that kid? He … He actually won?” 

“This is unbelievable! Cross-realm battle! And he won! How did he do it?” 

“A Saint king who was one realm higher than him and killed the third Lord! This … This was crazy! 

Today’s battle would definitely be recorded in history! I don’t know that in the Saint spirit world, even 

the heavenly Saint realm would be shocked!” 

The crowd’s attitude towards Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. 

She had just thought that Chen Xiaobei was an idiot who did not know his place. 

In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei had turned into a demonic god. He controlled their life and death. He could 

decide their fate for the rest of their lives with a single thought! 

“If you don’t want to die, then send me to the heavenly Saint realm immediately!” 

His cold eyes were like the sharp blades of the Emperor of the dark night, slowly sweeping across. 

Everyone felt their throats light up and their hearts tremble, feeling that they could be beheaded at any 

time and die without a burial place! 

“Young master Chen! I know! I know how to leave this place!” 

Li xiangsi could not care less about anything else. She walked towards Chen Xiaobei excitedly and said 

with a sincere face, ”  I’ll bring you to the heavenly Saint land now. Please spare my life …  

“Spare you?  heh …  Chen Xiaobei laughed and slowly raised the Saint devouring axe. 

“Plop …” 

Li xiangsi’s face was pale, and her legs were weak. She knelt on the ground and kowtowed desperately. 

 young master Chen, please … Please spare my life … I know I was wrong … From this moment on, I’m 

willing to be your slave and serve you for the rest of my life … If I have any disloyal thoughts, may I be 

struck by lightning and die a horrible death!  

Li xiangsi was afraid of death. She kowtowed and swore an oath, begging Chen Xiaobei to forgive her. 

However … 

She seemed to have forgotten that she had colluded with the third and fourth master to plot against 

Chen Xiaobei and wanted to kill him! 

Chen Xiaobei’s last bit of hope for her had been completely crushed by this incident! 

Chen Xiaobei did not trust her to begin with. He had hoped that she would perform well in this matter, 

and perhaps Chen Xiaobei would give her a chance to live. 



 

However, not only did she disappoint Chen Xiaobei, but she also wanted to take his life. 

How could Chen Xiaobei let such a vicious woman live? 

“Swish!” 

Li xiangsi’s head was chopped off. 

As for her Holy Spirit, it was only at the peak of the true sage level. There was no point in swallowing it. 

Chen Xiaobei swung his axe again and destroyed her Holy Spirit, not giving her a chance to go to the 

Holy Spirit realm. 

Completely and thoroughly cutting the weeds and eliminating the roots! 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out the storage space of the third and fourth master and put them into his bag. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei looked at the people around him. 

 please spare me, young master … There’s a void array behind the main hall. From there, we can cross 

the void and head to the heavenly Saint realm …  

The group did not dare to waste any more time and immediately led Chen Xiaobei over. 

Initially, Chen Xiaobei was worried that he would be in danger again if the black python Guild’s leader 

and the second-in-command returned. 

But this time, luck seemed to be on Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

For some unknown reason, these two powerful beings, who were far stronger than the third master, did 

not return immediately. 

Chen Xiaobei stepped into the legendary magical formation. As the formation was activated, he crossed 

the void and returned to the heavenly Saint land. 

To Chen Xiaobei’s surprise, he had been transported to a unique region. 

The sky here was golden in color, and the air was filled with pure and rich Saint Qi. In front of them, they 

could see a magnificent city with a Golden Lion totem flag fluttering in the wind, indicating Supreme 

hegemony! 

“That’s great! This was no longer the upper realm of the yuan Sage! I don’t need to worry about the 

Tianyuan clan anymore!” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief. 

It was not that Chen Xiaobei was afraid of them, but time was of the essence and he could not afford to 

waste too much time in the upper province. 

More importantly, the heavenly Yuan abundance Qi had sealed off the core magical formation of the 

upper region. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to leave the upper region, he would have to fight the Tianyuan 

clan head-on. It seemed like he had no chance of winning. 



 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was in a whole new territory. 

Not only would he be able to temporarily get rid of the Tianyuan clan’s troubles, he would also be able 

to save a lot of time. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei entered the Golden City. 

After asking around, Chen Xiaobei found out that this place was called the eternal Holy Emperor 

territory! 

This was a huge surprise for Chen Xiaobei. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei only had two destinations left! 

One of them was the cangsheng heavenly region where the Luo clan’s ancestor was. 

The other one was the eternal Sacred Emperor domain where the Ji clan’s ancestor was. 

“This will save even more time!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned. He had not been so lucky in a long time. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei released Ji Jinchuan from the Sumeru dimension. 

After a simple explanation, Ji jinlian immediately felt the ancestor’s summoning. 
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4189 Make some preparations! 

As the saying goes, when good luck comes, it can’t be stopped even if you want to. 

“Bro bei! I have sensed the location of the ancestor’s summoning, it is in this city. If nothing unexpected 

happens, the master of this city will be my Ji family!” 

Ji Jinlu’s face was filled with excitement. 

Although she had grown up in Pangu great world, she still felt like a Fallen Leaf returning to its roots. 

After all, this branch of Ji clan in Pangu great world came from the otherworldly Saint realm. Therefore, 

Ji jinlian’s roots were still here. 

“Bro bei!” 

Soon, Ji jinlian showed an even more excited expression, and a rare smile even appeared on her cold 

and beautiful face. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very curious. 
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“I can sense the location of the Ji clan Saint Emperor’s remains! It’s in the East!”  I thought it wouldn’t go 

so well, ” Ji jinlian said excitedly.  I didn’t expect it to be so easy to lock onto the target!  

The Ji clan Saint Emperor’s ruins! 

This was something Ji Jinlu had told Chen Xiaobei back in Pangu world. 

Chen Xiaobei could not believe it. 

This was because the sacred Emperor was the legendary heavenly Lord of Chaos. He was a powerful 

existence that was higher than sacred Kings and Imperial emperors. 

If Chen Xiaobei could obtain a trump card of the same level in the Ji clan’s Holy Emperor’s remains, he 

would be able to defeat all Holy Kings and even the heavenly axiom! 

This was because the heavenly Dao’s cultivation base was also at the chaos heavenly venerate! 

Because of this, the Holy Emperor’s relic of the Ji clan was of great significance to Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei and Ji Jinchuan had the same thought. Even if the ruins did exist, it would not be easy to 

find it. 

But now, he had never expected that Ji Jinlu would be able to lock onto the location of the ruins so 

easily. 

“This is great!” 

 let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei said excitedly, ” let’s take the 10 primordial violet vapor that the Ji clan’s 

ancestors have passed down from generation to generation. Then, we’ll go and explore the Ji clan’s Holy 

Emperor’s ruins!  

Everything was going smoothly! 

It was so smooth that it was completely unexpected! 

With the primal Chaos purple Qi, he was only one step away from unraveling the secret of the heart of 

Primal Chaos. He was only ten strands of Primal Chaos purple Qi away from the great opportunity that 

the Saint pan clan had prepared for the reincarnators of Pangu! 

Furthermore, even if he did not have a Holy Emperor-level trump card, there would definitely be a 

chance for Chen Xiaobei’s strength to increase greatly after reaching the Ji clan’s Holy Emperor’s ruins! 

These two opportunities were Chen Xiaobei’s ultimate goal when he left the southern region! 

As long as he could get his hands on it, Chen Xiaobei’s strength would skyrocket! 

By then, when he returned to the southern region, the threat that the martial arts competition posed to 

Chen Xiaobei would be greatly reduced! 

So, be it in the long run or in the short run, the good luck that had suddenly befallen him today was of 

great help to him! 

It was simply too good! 



 

“Bro bei, come with me!” The smile remained on Ji jinlian’s face. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, quickly calmed down. 

As the saying goes, the peak of prosperity is about to fall! 

Chen Xiaobei used to be a master at playing with luck. Even though there was no law of luck in the 

heavenly Saint realm, there was a pattern to the fluctuations of luck. No one could always be lucky, and 

no one would always be unlucky. 

So, after a brief moment of excitement, Chen Xiaobei calmed down. 

He knew very well that when one’s luck was at its peak, it would start to go downhill. 

If he continued to be complacent, it would not be far from extreme joy turning into sorrow! 

“Bro bei! It’s the palace in front!” 

After a while, Ji jinzhi led Chen Xiaobei to their destination. 

She raised her hand and pointed at a huge Palace in front of them. 

The Golden Palace wall was like a long rainbow, its head and tail could not be seen. 

The 100-meter-tall Golden Lion statues were guarding the two sides of the gate in front of the palace 

wall. 

The gate, which was even taller than the Golden Lion, seemed to lead to another world. It was filled with 

endless majesty and holiness. 

“Wait a moment!” 

 wait!  Chen Xiaobei called out to her. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Ji Jinlu’s expression changed, ” “The ancestral relic is inside the palace! I have the bloodline of the Ji clan 

and the token left behind by the ancient Sacred Emperor! We will definitely be able to enter the palace 

and obtain the primal Chaos purple Qi!” 

It was obvious that Ji jinlian was still immersed in her good luck and joy. 

Adding on the fact that she was a proper person and knew the secrets of the Saint Emperor’s remains, 

the higher-ups of the Ji clan in the palace would definitely not refuse her entry. 

From her point of view, things were going very, very smoothly. Ten strands of primordial violet vapor 

were already within her reach. 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “Let’s not go in yet!” 

“Why?” Ji jinlian asked in confusion. 

 this is a serious matter. I need to make some preparations first!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Prepare? What kind of preparations?” Ji jinlian’s brows furrowed slightly as she began to calm down. 



 

“Don’t worry, it’ll be done soon!” Chen Xiaobei then brought Ji Jinchuan back to the Sumeru dimension. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei first absorbed a portion of the pinnacle true divine energy, then activated the grade 12 

Golden Lotus of merit’s special ability to replenish his mental power. 

Activating the venomous Spirit’s special ability had almost exhausted Chen Xiaobei’s mental power. 

This was all thanks to the three hundred rounds of rigorous mental power training that the eight 

trigrams Dragon prison tower had given Chen Xiaobei, allowing his mental power to grow. 

Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would have been unconscious by now. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

After his mental power was fully replenished, Chen Xiaobei took out the demonic Dragon’s edge and the 

White Dragon’s Roar armor! 

After fusing with the true spirit of a seven-star Saint King weapon, the upper limit of the demonic 

Dragon’s edge had been raised to become a saint King weapon. Moreover, it could be upgraded directly 

through fusion before reaching seven stars! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei used the heavenly Eight Trigrams assimilation technique to merge the Dragon’s edge and 

the White Dragon roar armor. 

First, Chen Xiaobei had thought about it carefully. The reason why the Super ugly woman, Tianyuan 

fengwu, was attracted to Saint Phoenix City was that the Tianyuan clan’s eyes and ears had seen the 

roaring Dragon Armor. 

Therefore, the fusion at the moment was to change the appearance of the White dragoncry armor. 

Secondly, the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon was a very special existence. It was both a magic 

weapon and a demon. 

After the fusion, the demonic Dragon’s edge would reach the level of the White Dragon battle armor. 

This was equivalent to a three star Holy King who was 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei! 

The last and most important point was that after the fusion, the demonic Dragon’s edge could use its 

own Saint Qi to activate the power of a three star Saint King. 

This way, the three star Saint King level Saint Origin Energy that was originally stored in the White 

Dragon roar battle armor could be released and used for other purposes! 

This huge amount of energy would allow Chen Xiaobei to not have to worry about energy for a long time 

in the future. Or it could be used to activate other three star Saint King weapons. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out third elder and fourth elder’s storage space. 



 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked when he peeked into the dimension. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4190: Prying into secrets! 

4190 Prying into secrets! 

As the third and fourth leaders of the black python Guild, they must have plenty of supplies in their 

storage space. 

Chen Xiaobei had already thought of this. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not expect that these two guys did not have any normal supplies in their 

inventory. 

For example, Dharma Treasures, Saint origin Mystic crystals, high-grade medicinal herbs, ores … 

These common supplies could hardly be found in their storage space. 

Of course, this was not strange. 

The resources in the Saint spirit world were extremely scarce. These things were usually plundered in 

the otherworldly Saint realm. After plundering them, they would be used up very quickly. It was 

completely reasonable that they couldn’t be stored. 

But! 

At this moment, there was something else stored in these two storage spaces. 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked because of this item. 

It was actually … A primordial spirit! 

There were trillions of primordial spirits stored in the two spaces! 

The primordial spirits of humans, demons, demons, and demonic beasts! 

More importantly, these primordial spirits seemed to have their memories wiped away. They were 

forbidden to move in this space. They didn’t communicate, had no emotions, or even react! 

What was even more strange was that there were primordial spirits that could disappear at any time 

among this huge number of primordial spirits! 

 this … Could it be that … They are also related to the heavenly Dao!?  

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. The first thing he did was to link these primordial spirits to the heavenly 

Dao’s evil technique. 

Refining a huge amount of essence soul to increase one’s lifespan! 

This was probably the best explanation for collecting trillions of primordial spirits! 
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However, Chen Xiaobei quickly rejected this thought.  “No! They must have nothing to do with the 

heavenly Dao! Otherwise, these primordial spirits would have long been refined by them using evil 

Arts!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s judgment was right. 

A portion of these primordial spirits had already begun to disappear due to the passage of time and the 

exhaustion of their lifespans. 

“I understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself, ”  the black python Guild might have heard of the evil technique of the 

heavenly axiom, so they’ve been collecting primordial spirits for a long time!  

“However, due to various reasons, they have never truly obtained that evil art! Thus, these primordial 

spirits can only be stored in the interspatial dimension and have not been disposed of until today!” 

“In order to prevent primordial spirits from forming an alliance and causing chaos! The black python 

Guild has used some means to make these primordial spirits completely lose their self-awareness. They 

can only wait for death in an unconscious state like the Living Dead!” 

“And Li xiangsi was the bounty hunter sent by the black python Guild to investigate the heavenly way 

evil art! Perhaps, there are many bounty hunters like her in the heavenly Saint realm!” 

“Of course, most of the bounty hunters didn’t get anything! And Li xiangsi, by chance, learned that ning 

Tiancheng would use the same evil technique!” 

 then, she tried to find a way to successfully lurk by ning Tiancheng’s side and made ning Tiancheng fall 

in love with her from the bottom of his heart!  

After a pause, Chen Xiaobei finally understood the situation.  that’s why third master and fourth master 

thought that li xiangsi had already gotten hold of the secret that they’ve been dreaming of. That’s why 

they protected her with their lives!  

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had already figured out the whole story. 

Moreover, there were almost no oversights. 

The shock on Chen Xiaobei’s face disappeared and was replaced with excitement! 

“My luck is off the charts!” 

Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he was trembling. 

Chen Xiaobei already had all the requirements to unlock and use the secret! 

If he succeeded, this huge secret would become a super cheat for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei released ning Tiancheng from the Meru space. 

“Whoosh …” 



 

After that, Chen Xiaobei released his mutant Holy Spirit, burned his mental power, and used the snake 

Spirit’s special ability, the peeking eyes. 

In the next moment, the eye pattern on the mutated Holy Spirit shone with a bright golden light. A huge 

Snake Eye with vertical pupils appeared, releasing a spiral Halo that enveloped the stunned ning 

Tiancheng. 

The spiral of light entered ning Tiancheng’s brain, and like a mirror, it refracted another ray of light into 

Chen Xiaobei’s glabella. 

The next moment, ning Tiansheng’s memories appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

Then, the information that Chen Xiaobei wanted to know the most appeared in his mind. 

“Ning Tiansheng doesn’t know the heavenly Dao …” 

 however, in his early years, ning Tiancheng once acknowledged a heavenly Lord of Chaos as his master 

… Although his master is elusive, there’s a high probability that he’s from the sky-burier Yuan sacred 

clan, which is similar to the heavenly Dao!  

“Ning Tiancheng knows the evil technique of refining primordial spirit to transform lifespan. This evil 

technique is called the ‘Yuan Sage’s great eternal curse’! I need the help of that Golden Dragon-shaped 

oil lamp to cast the spell!” 

Before, ning Tiancheng would often hold a Golden Dragon-shaped oil lamp in one hand. 

When Chen Xiaobei rescued the people from Fengyan city, their primordial spirits were released from 

the oil lamp. 

From this, it could be seen that the Golden Dragon-shaped oil lamp was the magic weapon used to cast 

the ‘Yuan Sage eternal curse’. 

However, in lanyue city, ye Zhilan also wanted to know ning Tiancheng’s Secret, so she took away ning 

Tiancheng’s storage space and the Dragon-shaped oil lamp. 

 through ning Tiancheng’s Secret, I can fully understand how to use the ‘Yuan Sage’s eternal curse’. With 

the scholar heart, I can learn it very quickly. However, to use it, I must obtain a Dharma artifact that 

belongs to me!  

 it seems like I’ll have to go back to the southern region to find ye Zhilan and get the Dragon-shaped oil 

lamp to merge with the beixuan Saint-sealing painting if I want to increase my lifespan!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. Then, I can use this evil art!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was really lucky. He had now learned the secret of the great curse of Yuan 

Sage’s eternal life, and all the magical equipment and a large amount of Yuan Shen he needed had been 

prepared. He was just short of one last thing! 

When he returned to the southern mountain range, his lifespan would skyrocket. 

To put it bluntly, even if Chen Xiaobei did not increase his strength, he would be able to suppress the 

southern region martial arts competition by burning his lifespan. 



 

Of course, this was only the situation on the surface. 

In reality, this martial arts competition was not simple. At that time, there would definitely be many 

unknown variables. 

 alright, I’ve figured out this secret. Time for the next secret!  

Chen Xiaobei continued to read ning Tiansheng’s memory. 

Don’t forget, in ning Tiancheng’s memory, there was an even bigger secret! 


